**PEP RALLY OPTIONS:**

*Only choose one game*

**Hoop Jump:**
- There will be 2 teams
  - (Freshmen and Sophomores VS Juniors and Seniors)
- Each team will start on their side. One player from each team begins.
- The two players jump in the hoops until they meet each other. When they meet, they'll play rock paper scissors. Whoever loses goes to the back of their teams line and the winner continues jumping.
- If a player from the opposite team reaches the other side they get a point. Two new players come onto the field, and this would repeat until the time ends.

**Musical Chairs:**
- 2 students from each grade and 2 staff members
- Objective is to be the last one in a seat when the music stops.

**Cookie Face:**
- Assorted students & teachers (TBD)
- Put cookies on forehead and use face to get into mouth.

**Three legged race:**
- 2 students from each grade and 2 teachers.
- Two people velcroed together for a race.

**Scoop it up:**
- Assorted students & teachers (TBD)
- Put spoon in mouth, and use it to move four ping pong balls from one bowl to the other without using hands

**Cup Stacking Competition:**
- Class that can stack and take down the cups the fastest wins.